Abstract-8lepian-Wolf (SW) coding, which is concerned with separate near-lossless compression of correlated sources (with joint decoding), forms the basis of distributed source coding (DSC) and can be used to exploit the correlation among quantized sources in lossy DSC problems such as Wyner-Ziv (WZ) coding and multiterminal (MT) source coding. However, SW coding is in general lossy, especially at short block length, and practical implementation is not nearly as well understood as entropy coding. This paper studies distributed source coding without SW coding. We employ entropy coding (after quantization if necessary) at each encoder while relying on joint estimation at the decoder to exploit the source correlation. We start from the simple lossless case before giving single-letter characterizations of the rate-distortion function for WZ coding without SW compression, and achievable rate region for MT source coding without SW compression. Examples on the binary symmetric and quadratic Gaussian cases are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed source coding was first considered by Slepian and Wolf [1] , who showed the surprising result that separate encoding can compress two correlated sources to their joint entropy without any decoding error asymptotically as the code length goes to infinity. Wyner and Ziv [2] extended one special case of Slepian-Wolf (SW) coding, namely, lossless source coding with decoder side information, to lossy source coding with decoder side information. Berger [3] introduced the general problem of MT source coding by considering a more general case of separate lossy source coding of two (or more) sources. Theoretical results in [1], [2] , [3] are proven via random binning [4] , which is not implementable in practice, where algebraic binning has to be used instead.
However, with algebraic binning, one needs an infinite code length, which is infeasible in practice, to achieve perfect decoding of the (quantized) source. Consequently, practical algebraic binning schemes suffer a lot from excessive distortion [5] , defined as the extra distortion introduced by decoding errors, especially when code length is short. To achieve the best overall performance at short code length, one needs to find the best tradeoff between rate and excessive distortion, which increases as the rate decreases. We are thus interested in reliable coding schemes that do not suffer excessive distortion. The most natural choice is to replace SW coding with entropy coding, which guarantees perfect decoding. It is obvious that the resulting entropy coding based scheme will have a lower decoding complexity but worse performance than SW coding based techniques.
In this paper, we start with lossless DSC using entropy 978-1-4244-4313-0/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE coding before turning to WZ coding based on entropy-coded quantization (ECQ) and MT source coding based on entropycoded independent quantization (ECIQ). In WZ and MT source coding, we assume joint estimation at the decoder. Our results on WZ coding complement those in [6] , which treats WZ coding under common knowledge constraint. We provide single letter characterization of the rate-distortion function for WZ coding without SW coding, and point out that ECQ based WZ coding can also be viewed as a practical approach of WZ coding with casual decoder side information [7] . Two examples are provided for ECQ based WZ coding in the special cases of binary symmetric and quadratic Gaussian. Similarly, for ECIQ based MT source coding, we give single letter characterization of the achievable rate region, followed by an example on the special case of quadratic Gaussian symmetric two-terminal coding. In the last example, we also compute the sum-rate loss caused by replacing SW coding with entropy coding. In certain cases, this sum-rate loss can be very small, making ECIQ based MT source coding competitive with the theoretically optimal SW based MT source coding scheme. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II considers the lossless case and compares achievable rate regions of SW coding and separate entropy coding. Section III and Section IV provide single letter characterizations of rate-distortion function for ECQ/time-shared-ECQ based WZ coding and achievable rate region for ECIQ/time-shared-ECIQ based MT coding, respectively, together with examples on binary symmetric and quadratic Gaussian symmetric cases. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SW CODING AND ENTROPY CODING Let X and Y be a pair of correlated sources. Then the SW theorem [1] states that as the code length goes to infinity, the achievable rate region (Rx, Ry) for lossless compression of X and Y is bounded by
Rx~H(XIY), u:~H(YIX), R x + R y~H (X, Y). (1)
If no SW coding is allowed, lossless compression of X and Y can be achieved by entropy coding (EC), which results in a smaller rate region defined by u,~H(X) and u-~H(Y). This way, the new rate-distortion function for TS-ECQ based WZ coding of X with side information Y can be written as 
and
is the binary entropy function .
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Note that when In this section, we study WZ coding based on ECQ and time-shared-ECQ (TS-ECQ) at the encoder with joint decoding/estimation at the decoder. For ECQ based WZ coding, we constrain ourselves to X's that also achieves the classical ratedistortion function of X, i.e., X must satisfy * There exists a function 1/;0 such that E(d(X, 1/;(X») :<::; Q and I(X ;X) =R x (Q) for some real number Q~0,
where R x 0 is the rate-distortion function of X. Denote i(Q) as the set of X satisfying condition (*). Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem I: The rate-distortion function for ECQ based WZ coding of X with decoder side information Y is given by
I(X ;X) .
(4)
Fig . I . The SW rate region and the rate region of DSC with EC (e.g., without SW compress ion) for two sources.
WZ coding considers lossy source coding with decoder side information. Let X and Y be correlated i.i.d. memory less sources taking values from sets X and Y, respectively. At the encoder, a length-n block of source samples X" independently drawn from X is compressed to message M E M, which is transmitted through an error-free channel to the decoder, where a length-n side information block yn is available to help reconstructing X" as x» = iI>(M, yn) for some function
[0,00) is some distortion measure, and D is a given nonnegative real number. The rate-distortion function of WZ coding is then given by [2) Note that R~~Q (D) might be non-convex, thus time-sharing can be employed to improve the rate-distortion performance. 
IV . MT SOURCE CODING WITHOUT SW COMPRESSION
MT source coding focuses on the scenario where L correlated sources are separately compressed at L encoders, and jointly reconstructed at the decoder subject to individual distortion constraints.
Let X = (Xl, X 2 , .. . , Xd T be a length-L vector source whose components are correlated, and x» as a length-n block of source samples independently drawn from X. Each encoder observes exactly one component source Xf and compresses it to message M i , which is sent to the decoder through an error-free channel. The encoders are not allowed to collaborate. At the joint decoder, the i-th source block Xf for Fig. 4 , where we observe that R~~Q (D) is not convex and time-sharing is re~uired to achieve some points on the rate-distortion curve
R~i ECQ (D).
In fact, if the correlation between X and Y is high and the transmission rate is low, ECQ based WZ schemes are not very efficient since most bits ECQ transmits can be easily reproduced using Y. This is why time-sharing is required for high -correlation and low-rate ECQ based WZ coding. Specifically, the threshold of a~where time-sharing starts to help is given in the following corollary. 
Comparison among rate-distortion curves R( D ), R~~Q(D) ,

R'[;;i ECQ(D) , RC k(D) , and Rw z(D)
with a"i = 1 and (T~= i.
The exact achievable rate region for general MT source coding is still unknown . However, the Berger-Tung inner rate region [3] , inside of which all rate points are achievable, is given by I) The Markov chain X i~X i~X j~x , holds.
2) There exists a function ePi C ·, ... , ·) such that E(d(X i , ePi ( X l , X 2 , . . . , X d »~Di.
In this section, we study MT coding schemes based on ECIQ and time-shared-ECIQ at the encoders with joint decoding/estimation at the decoder. For ECIQ based MT coding, we constrain ourselves to X i'S that achieves the classical rate -distortion function of X i, i.e., X E i( Qi) for ----Bound ary of 8T rate region -Boundary of TS-ECIQ rate region --Bou nda ry of ECIQ rate region 
A. Quadratic Gaussian symmetric two-terminal coding
Consider the ECIQ based schemes for quadratic Gaussian symmetric two-terminal source coding problem. The sources X = (Xl , X 2 )T are jointly Gaussian with covariance matrix x = [~i)' where p is assumed to be non-negative without loss 0 generality. The distortion constraints are d(X i , X i) = E( (Xi -X i)2)~D for i = 1,2 . Since both the sources and target distortions are interchangeable, this case can be classified as quadratic Gaussian symmetric MT coding problem with number of terminals L = 2.
The following proposition gives the achievable rate region of ECIQ based schemes for quadratic Gaussian symmetric two-terminal coding. The proof is omitted.
Proposition 3: The rate region for quadratic Gaussian symmetric two-terminal coding with ECIQ is given by (17) where for i ,j E {I , 2}, i *j ,
and log;( x) = log2(max{ x , I}).
For comparison, we also compute the BT inner rate region RBT ( D ), and the separate encoding/decoding rate pair Rsep(D ), which are given by [8] 
i ,j = 1,2,i «i. and
Rsep( D )
(~log2~,~log2~)T,
. V 4p 2 D 2 respectively, where f3m ax
Unfortunate~, it is not easy to write the TS-ECIQ rate region R~~j-; E I Q( D ) in exact form. Hence we use numerical methods to find the boundary of WiEC1Q( D ). (14) and achieves a rate pair (R~k), R~k))T on the boundary of 1 ,D 2 ) ). These parameters are given in Table I .
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For comparison, we also list the corresponding parameters for the optimal ECIQ scheme that achieves the minimum sumrate of 2.931 b/s, which is 0.018 b/s larger than that for the optimal TS-ECIQ scheme. V. CONCLUSION This paper studied distributed source coding problems without SW compression. The achievable rate region of the resulting ECQ/TS-ECQ and ECIQITS-ECIQ based schemes are evaluated for the WZ coding and MT coding problems, respectively, with examples on binary symmetric and quadratic Gaussian symmetric cases provided. We computed the ratedistortion functions or rate regions for these example cases, and hinted that with practical quantization and SW coding losses taken into account, TS-ECQ/TS-ECIQ based schemes can outperform SWCQ based ones in certain cases, with smaller practical sum-rate and lower decoding complexity.
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respectively. Fig. 6 achieved by a single ECIQ, time-sharing among three, and between two ECIQ schemes. However, we were not able to write the region boundaries in analytical forms.
The third comparison given in Fig. 5 (c) is when p = 0.98 and D = 0.1. In this case, JR~~Q ( D ) itself is not a convex set, and the TS-ECIQ rate region JR~:; ECI Q (D) contains many more points than JR~~Q ( D ) . Interestingly, the minimum sum-rate achieved by a TS-ECIQ scheme is only 0.0145 bls larger than the Berger-Tung sum-rate bound, which is tight for this quadratic Gaussian symmetric two-terminal coding problem [9] . Since EC introduces negligible rate loss compared to that by SW coding, such a small sum-rate loss might make TS-ECIQ based MT schemes outperform SWCQ based ones in practice, since the latter ones suffer from extra SW coding loss, which is unnegligible when the code length is short.
Hence we are motivated to investigate the sum-rate loss in TS-ECIQ schemes due to the use of EC instead of SW IScheme# I-Q' \"r k " ) --,~Ak
